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Topics for the webinar: experiences and solutions

1. Who are we?
2. Technical and operational information security
3. Sensitive sequence data
4. Clinical image data
5. Other sensitive (personal) data
6. Tricky questions



Who are we?

SND domain specialists: “sensitive 
data”

UPPMAX — Uppsala university 
compute center

Bianca — a nationally available 
compute cluster for sensitive data

https://www.uppmax.uu.se/support/getti
ng-started/applying-for-sens-project

https://www.uppmax.uu.se/support/getting-started/applying-for-sens-project
https://www.uppmax.uu.se/support/getting-started/applying-for-sens-project


“Lätt att göra rätt”Technical and operational security

Risk = harm x probability

What is the weakest link?  

Technical security 
measures

Operational security 
measures

Strong authentication Classify all your data

Encrypted storage and transfer Anonymise or pseudonymise

Limited physical access Routines for access privileges



Sensitive sequence data

Simple but hard: whole genomes of living 
individuals = non-anonymisable sensitive 
personal data

More complex: 

● Protein sequences?
● RNAseq? 
● Transcriptomics? 
● SNPs? 
● Cancer genomes?
● Gut microbiome? 



Sensitive sequence data

Challenges include:

● Sheer size of data, often 
requiring high technical 
sophistication 

● Complex context with 
many actors, each with 
scientific, technical, 
legal considerations

Bianca (now funded by NAISS) 
a good analysis platform.

FEGA (https://fega.nbis.se) a 
good repository

SND DORIS publishes e.g. 
SWEGEN 

https://fega.nbis.se


Security mechanisms on Bianca, at UPPMAX

Logical separation of user projects

Data exports limited to a logged “wharf”

Principal investigator responsible for 
project membership == access privilege

Locked racks, strict routines for hall 
access, encrypted backups

…



Clinical image data

Histopathology, but also scans of patients, brain 
MRI, etc

Usually pseudonymisable/anonymisable, but not 
always

SciLifeLab BIIF, AIDA Data Hub, and Big Picture 
are good resources



Other sensitive data on Bianca

Health registries

Medical journals

Interviews

Spatial data from cellphones

Guiding questions:

Is it personal data?

What is the harm/risk?

Ethics Law

Technology



The need for contextual metadata?

Do we need to be able to describe: 

    How the data may be sensitive?

             Or 

    How the data may be open?

It’s not black and white so what defines the level of sensitivity?

Where are the Risks?


